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the Critique of Political Economy (see Tucker 1980:2).On the Status of Methodological It has been made so often since that it has found its way
into contemporary satire. Howard Kirk, the sociologistIndividualism
in Malcolm Bradbury’s The History Man, begins one of
his books as follows (Bradbury 1975:91):

daniel nettle The attempt to privatize life, to suppose that it isMerton College, Oxford University, Oxford OX1 4JD, within single, self-achieving individuals that lie theU.K. (daniel.nettle@merton.ox.ac.uk). 1 xi 96 infinite recesses of being and morality that shape
and define life, is a phenomenon of narrow histori-What we are supplying are really remarks on the cal significance. It belongs to a particular, and brief,natural history of human beings. phase in the evolution of bourgeois capitalism, andludwig wittgenstein is the derivative of peculiar, and temporary, eco-
nomic arrangements. All the signs are that this con-Duran Bell (CA 36:826–30) argues that human social
viction about man will soon have passed away.behaviour and food sharing by hunter-gatherers in par-

ticular cannot be explained from the standpoint known
The many reports of the passing away of methodologi-as methodological individualism. Quoting Kenneth
cal individualism have, however, all been rash; it isArrow, Bell takes this to be the pretheoretical assump-
probably more firmly established now than ever. I willtion that ‘‘behaviour . . . [is] explicable in terms of indi-
argue below that there are sound scientific reasons forviduals, not of other social categories’’ (p. 826). Bell crit-
this.icises recent hypotheses that hunter-gatherers share

The main thrust of Bell’s attack on methodologicalmeat either in return for future advantages of various
individualism is, however, empirical. He gives interest-kinds (Hawkes 1993, Hill and Kaplan 1993) or because
ing examples, not just from hunter-gatherer societiesthey are unable to prevent others from taking it (Blurton
but from the ‘‘heartland of methodological individual-Jones 1987). Instead, he suggests an analysis based on
ism,’’ the United States of America, of how people inthe characteristics of corporate groups rather than on
fact enjoy a pattern of rights and responsibilities in vir-costs and benefits accruing to individuals. My purpose
tue of their membership of a social group. A person feelsin this commentary is not to discuss Bell’s analysis of
obliged, and obliges others, to help or protect a strangerthis particular issue. Rather, I wish to examine the sta-
because ‘‘as a socialized member of some form of corpo-tus of methodological individualism in social theory in
rate group, he recognises a social responsibility to sup-general. Bell may be right that corporate groups are an
port the rights of the other’’ (p. 827). Methodological in-ethnographic reality and must enter into any complete
dividualism thus fails because ‘‘it cannot reckon withdescription of social life. However, it is not clear that
the ethnographic and widespread historical incidencethey have any place in explanations of social be-
of resource possession and management by corporatehaviour. This is because of the fundamental fact that it
groups’’ (p. 826).is individuals rather than groups who live, die, and re-

Bell sees evolutionary ecologists such as Hawkesproduce. I draw attention to the grave danger of irrele-
(1993) as imprisoned in an individualist paradigm forvance which faces any social theory which rejects
cultural-ideological reasons, unable to see the corporat-methodological individualism as an explanatory para-
ist reality of human social behaviour, whilst he, unfet-digm.
tered, can deal with it on its own terms. It seems to meAs Bell rightly points out, methodological individual-
that Bell is entirely correct that humans are fundamen-ism as a paradigm first came to prominence in econom-
tally social beings who solve the material problems ofics. He suggests that it has come to have currency in
existence by forming corporate groups which act in aanthropology ‘‘in part because anthropology is primar-
concerted way and hold resources collectively. Any trueily an empirical field that has left these theoretical mat-
description of social life must refer to this characteristicters to others’’ and in part because of the cultural pri-
of people. However, this is no reason to argue thatmacy given to individualism and economism within
methodological individualism fails. This is because BellWestern capitalism (p. 826). This latter point seems to
has not distinguished description from explanation. Ahave its origin in a remark in Marx’s Introduction to
description of social life must refer to corporate groups.
An explanation of why those corporate groups form can-
not refer to the corporate groups, for that would be a1. Permission to reprint items in this section may be obtained only

from their authors. vicious circle. Nor can it just assume them, for then it
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would be no kind of explanation at all. It would seem, which they act are individuals, who maximise their life-
time reproductive success (defined in an appropriatelythen, that explanatory theory must start from the level

of the individual. inclusive way). It is individuals who adopt different be-
havioural strategies, individuals who survive and repro-The holist might simply respond to this argument by

maintaining that the individualist has no more right to duce or fail to do so. Individuals are thus actors in evo-
lutionary history in a more important and concrete wayassume the individual as a point of departure than the

holist has to assume the group. However, this argument than groups. This conclusion has not been arrived at be-
cause of some cultural prejudice or postulated a priori.is incorrect. There are in fact compelling scientific rea-

sons for building explanatory social theories around the Alternatives in which groups are the evolving entities
just do not work mathematically, except in highly re-individual, and these come not from ideology or the pri-

macy of economics but from the findings of a more fun- stricted circumstances, because selection on individu-
als disrupts evolution at the level above (Williams 1966,damental discipline, evolutionary biology.

It might reasonably be said that the objective of an- Levin and Kilmer 1974, Wade 1978). Individuals whose
behaviour contributes to the fitness of their groupthropology is to explain human social behaviour and

the human social system. A major philosophical diffi- rather than their own when the two are in conflict will
be reproduced out of existence.culty with such a project is finding sound starting prin-

ciples from which to do this. In fact, there is only one Dawkins (1995) gives a striking illustration of this
fact. All living people have a continuous chain of pro-coherent candidate for a background theory on which

anthropology can be founded, and that is Darwin’s the- genitors stretching back thousands of generations to the
origin of humanity. Take the chain of progenitors of aory of evolution.

With the modern theory of evolution, we have for the !Kung San hunter-gatherer living today. Of those 30,000
or more individuals, we know that not one died in in-first time ever a genuinely explanatory, general theory

of why people (and other animals) behave in the way fancy, though infant mortality has always been ex-
tremely high. Not one was too nutritionally stressed tothat they do (Dennett 1995). It is genuinely explanatory

because it specifies a mechanism for the production of reproduce, though this is common. Not one failed to
find a mate. Not one forwent his or her own reproduc-behaviour (natural selection) which is powerful, can be

shown mathematically to work, and refers only to ob- tive opportunity for the sake of the band. Many individ-
uals have no doubt lived whose pro-group behaviourjects whose existence we can verify directly. Further-

more, it can be used to make mathematically precise, was at considerable cost to their own welfare. However,
unless there was some compensatory benefit, thistestable predictions about behaviour, and these predic-

tions are extremely successful over a wide range of phe- would have reduced their reproductive success and they
would have been gradually driven out of populations.nomena. In fact, evolution, in its modern interpreta-

tion, has made such phenomenal progress over the past They are not, therefore, the people whose kind are
around today.30 years that it is now described as the second-most-

successful scientific theory in history, after quantum By contrast, consider the fate of corporate groups over
those thousands of generations. Many of our hunter-physics (Dunbar 1995).

Now, the claim that the theory of evolution must un- gatherer’s progenitors joined groups which later split or
dispersed; many progenitors subscribed to culturalderwrite social theory is not a claim that human behav-

iour is genetically determined. Neither is it a claim that norms which led to misery and were abandoned. Count-
less forms of social and political organisation came andhuman societies are underlyingly similar to those of

other animals; that would be as nonsensical as the idea went. Where individuals made the right decisions and
survived, they have kin in the world today. Whetherthat viruses and horses must be structurally similar be-

cause they are both products of evolution. All the claim corporate groups failed has negligible influence on sub-
sequent human evolution except insofar as it deter-amounts to is the following: Human beings live and die

in the material world, and some of them live longer and mined the fate of individuals.2 Thus the most promising
putative explanation for any behaviour which we ob-leave more descendants than others. Differential repro-

ductive success has been shown to be a strong influence serve in the world today is that it somehow enhanced
the welfare and hence the reproductive success of theon populations even within relatively short historical

time-frames (Borgerhoff Mulder 1987, Voland 1990). individuals who started to do it. This is a deceptively
simple statement which nonetheless is more powerfulPeople’s propensities to behave are partially heritable.

The fact that the mechanisms by which propensities are and important than many anthropologists acknowl-
edge.inherited involve cultural learning more than genetic

transmission is not particularly important: replication Bell’s comments about anthropology’s failure to de-
velop theory of its own seem to advocate that each dis-with variation is all that is required by the theory of

evolution. Thus, all the conditions for natural selection cipline should pull itself up by its own boot-straps, de-
riving theories inductively through close attention toto operate are fulfilled in human societies, and so hu-

man beings fall within the scope of the theory of evolu-
tion. 2. Soltis, Boyd, and Richerson (1995) give the most generous treat-

Though the ultimate actors in evolutionary theory ment possible to cultural group selection as a factor in social evolu-
tion and still conclude that its influence is slight at best.are genes (Dawkins 1989), the replicating vehicles by
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the phenomena it studies. Now, the observation and ca- under what conditions human social behaviour can
evolve and be maintained, and when the models do nottegorisation of structures and correlations in the world

are certainly part of the knowledge-gathering process. fit the data they should be iteratively refined until they
do. Although I cannot speak for evolutionary ecologistsHowever, if we stop at that stage forever we are left

with what Gale (1979) calls ‘‘cookbook science’’: a set of like Hawkes and Hill and Kaplan, it seems to me that
that is what they are doing: far from denying the exis-empirical generalisations which refer only to constructs

within the discourse. Only if we go on to show why tence of corporate groups, they are trying to explain
how they could have emerged in the first place.those regularities and structures exist, by showing how

they arise from something which is both more basic and Adoption of the individualistic paradigm is not accep-
tance of a neoliberal prognosis for society, as Bell maybetter understood, can we achieve real ‘‘explanatory sci-

ence.’’ If there is one type of ball which, when released fear (Tucker 1980). On the contrary, one of the major
findings of behavioural biology has been just how muchfrom the leaning tower of Pisa, flies upward rather than

dropping, we do not develop a separate discipline, the animals may benefit from cooperating with each other
when the right conditions are created, leading to thephysics of rising balls, which explains the behaviour of

these objects using whatever assumptions are needed. emergence of coordination amongst atomised individu-
als. Evolution can thus be a metaphor for socialistOnce we have catalogued rising balls on their own

terms, we must go on to seek a explanation in terms thought just as much as for neoliberalism (Kropotkin
1972). The ultimate motive force behind socialist pro-of the background theory (gravitation) of why just those

objects under just those conditions rise (for example, be- grams has always been the enhanced freedom and self-
realisation that they can deliver, through collective ac-cause they contain helium, whose mass is less than that

of the surrounding air). Only then has explanation been tion, to the individual. This is clear in Marx’s Theories
of Surplus Value. Like Hobbes before him, Marx (quotedachieved. Sadly, the distinction between description

and explanation is not properly made in ‘‘interpretive’’ in Bottomore 1991: 256) recognised the class of prob-
lems known as the prisoner’s dilemma, which is treatedsocial science traditions; one even finds the strange

claim that ‘‘to identify a piece of behaviour . . . is some- as central to social theory by modern evolutionists (Ax-
elrod and Hamilton 1984, Maynard Smith and Szath-times to explain it’’ (Lukes 1968:125) passing without

comment. mary 1995); to be better off in the long run, everyone
has to be persuaded to take lower payoffs in the shortThe social sciences have been dogged by the assump-

tion by various groups of practitioners that their para- run: ‘‘Although at first the development of the human
species takes place at the cost of the majority of humandigms need only be internally consistent, not answer-

able to our understanding of life in general. This individuals . . . . in the end it breaks through this contra-
diction and coincides with the development of the indi-assumption is convenient for social scientists, as it frees

them to a large extent from accountability to the rest of vidual; the higher development of the individual is only
achieved through a historical process in which individ-the community, but it is far from justified. A successful

theory of the social system of one species must show uals are sacrificed.’’
A credible body of anthropological theory would be ofhow that system arose from the general principles

which govern the social systems of all species (and or- great value because it might suggest how different
modes of social organisation can evolve and be adaptiveganic life more generally). I do not claim that this is

easy. Examples of ‘‘ultrasociality’’ such as Bell’s are in- under certain conditions. However, an anthropological
theory which writes its own ground-rules, incommen-deed very difficult to explain in terms of concrete bene-

fits accruing to selfish individuals. In fact, the emer- surate with those of natural history, will convince only
those who are already initiates, and anthropology willgence of collectivities has always been a central

problem of social theory (see, for example, Hobbes’s face a slow retreat before the advance of more realistic
disciplines such as history, economics, sociobiology,[1909(1651)] Leviathan), and it is only recently, with the

intellectual tools made available by neo-Darwinism, and evolutionary psychology. This would be greatly to
the detriment of our understanding of society, as nothat theoreticians have begun to examine possible

mechanisms by which this may occur (Boyd and Richer- other discipline brings such a breadth of context and ex-
perience to bear on the subject as anthropology.son 1989, 1992; Binmore and Samuelson 1994; Knight,

Power, and Watts 1995; Nettle and Dunbar 1997). Methodological individualism stemmed from eco-
nomics. Perhaps we can also borrow some lessons aboutIn sum, although the cohesion and power of human

corporate groups do seem to be at odds with the as- what to do with it. The critiques of economics by the
so-called behavioural economists are very much likesumption that those groups are made up of atomised in-

dividuals seeking selfish gain, we should not simply that which Bell employs in anthropology: they point
out numerous instances in which actual human behav-abandon the overall explanatory program and found our

own theory on ad hoc principles. If every subdiscipline iour fails to correspond to the model of the rational,
utility-maximising individual provided by the theory.did that, the sciences would, to borrow a metaphor from

Eric Wolf (1982), be left like the Danae sisters of Greek However, rejecting the theoretical framework outright
in favour of a loose systemisation of empirical knowl-mythology, each one of whom was consigned forever to

pour water into her own separate bottomless container. edge just leads to a fruitless ‘‘balkanization’’ of the dis-
cipline (Schlicht 1990, Hermann-Pillath 1994), whilstAnthropological theory should seek to show how and
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